Soybean Rust Update

5th National IPM Symposium
Agenda

3:30 Welcome and Agenda - Jim VanKirk
3:35 News from points south - Clayton Hollier
3:50 Current status SBR in the field - Don Hershman
4:05 Sentinel monitoring protocol Julie Golod
4:15 Changes to the SBR/USDA website (Julie Golod)
4:25 Distribution of sentinel plots for 2006 - Jim VanKirk
4:35 Update on section 18s Marty Draper
4:55 Update on Genetic Work Brian Deirs
5:15 Advances in modeling SBR Scott Isard
Overwinter SBR Plots
In-season USDA SBR Plots
Soybean Check-off Plots
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